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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Melissa Fishbein
Wednesday, December 03, 2014 12:00 PM
ANNE WALLACE; 'Matthew Lewis'; 'John McQuiston'
'Amy Power'; 'Louis. Edwards'; 'Darian B'; 'Jennifer Tipping';
raobrick
; 'Claudia Edwards';
gerard borda; 'Kathleen Mathers'; 'Diane Benjamin'; 'Natalie DiSantis';
dmoore; Wan Alex
http://getschooled.blog.ajc.com/2014/12/03/893/

This article was just forwarded to me...
See you all tonight.
Melissa Fishbein

From: ANNE WALLACE
To: 'Matthew Lewis'
; 'John McQuiston' <
Cc: 'Amy Power'
; "'Louis. Edwards
B'
; 'Jennifer Tipping'
; 'Melissa Fishbein'
raobrick
;
'Claudia Edwards' ;
gerard.borda
'Kathleen Mathers
; 'Diane Benjamin' ;
'Natalie DiSantis' ;
dmoore
; 'Wan Alex' <awan@atlantaga.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 5:00 PM
Subject: RE: Mtg - Steering Committee

; 'Darian

Keep in mind we don’t want to be adding neighborhoods that have a lot of negative voters as they
can “tank” the referendum. They can negotiate to stay off the new city map and petition for
annexation later using the 60% method. Some of the neighborhoods simply want to stop us from
taking DHHS and intend to launch campaigns to cause detriment to TIA.

Anne H. Wallace
From: Matthew Lewis
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 4:11 PM
To: John McQuiston
Cc: Amy Power; Louis. Edwards ; Darian B;
raobrick
vivianandgreg
Diane Benjamin; Natalie DiSantis; <dmoore
Subject: Re: Mtg - Steering Committee

annewallace
; Jennifer Tipping; Melissa Fishbein;
; Claudia Edwards; gerard borda;
Kathleen Mathers;
; Wan Alex

My belief is they need to make their interest known to Reps. Mosby and Oliver. Sooner rather than
later.
Sent from my iPad
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On Nov 25, 2014, at 4:08 PM, John McQuiston

wrote:

Matt,
If other neighborhoods want to join this effort, do they need to be petitioning Atlanta
sooner, separately?
I know there's been a lot of questions about that.
John

On Tue, Nov 25, 2014 at 3:46 PM, Matthew Lewis
wrote:
FYI - we can discuss more at the meeting, but wanted to update you all on my lunch
today with Howard Mosby, Mary Margaret Oliver and Pat Gardner (Atlanta delegation).
It was very positive and Howard is planning to introduce the annexation
legislation. Mary Margaret is a strong supporter and is managing the capital
politics. Pat is going to line up the necessary votes from Atlanta delegation. We have a
lot to do, but these three are good advocates and are working on our behalf. I have
updated the Mayor's office on this meeting as well.
The subcommittee will not include annexation in its arbitration hearing. Just Tucker
Lavista Hills disputes. It appears at the moment, that an Atlanta annexation bill will be
separate and will happen on a different, much quicker/easier path. I promised that TIA
will work to resolve map differences with LVH and will begin next week publishing
details and facts about the effort to help head off any misinformation.
Have a good Thanksgiving. I look forward to seeing you all next week.
Sent from my iPad
On Nov 20, 2014, at 1:38 PM, Amy Power

wrote:

Hi everyone - The December 3 steering committee meeting will be 7:30pm
in Room 111 of Emory's North Decatur Building. There is free parking in
the Lowergate parking deck right next door to the building. The North
Decatur Building fronts N Decatur Rd one block east of Clifton - it's mostly
bluish-green glass.
Please note that there is another local community meeting happening in
room 155 at the same time, so there might be others wandering around
looking for a community meeting.
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 19, 2014, at 11:02 AM, AMY POWER
<> wrote:
Thanks for all your responses. Among those who had a
preference, December 3, 7:30pm, worked better for most. I'll
get to work on a location and let you know.
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Amy Power

On Tuesday, November 18, 2014 12:59 PM, Amy Power
<> wrote:
Hi everyone -- We'd like to schedule an in-person meeting of
the TIA steering committee. Please let me know whether
Tuesday, December 2, 7:30pm or Wednesday, December 3,
7:30pm works for you. The location is TBD, but likely near
or on the Emory campus.
Thanks very much.
Amy Power
Sent from my iPad
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